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Abstract

This thesis attempts to design activities enriching the author's teaching practice when 
working with adult learners from elementary to intermediate level. It studies grammar 
practice in theory and defines its objective. It identifies the criteria contributing to successful 
grammar practice and offers a classification of grammar practice activities. The background 
theory provides guidelines for assessing French learners' problems observed when 
participating in Comenius project in France. Czech learners' reactions to the given 
grammatical features are anticipated. Activities suitable for author's own teaching practice 
attempting to solve the problem are suggested.

Obsah
Těžištěm této diplomové práce je uvést aktivity obohacující autorčinu výuku 

dospělých, a to od úrovně začátečníků až po středně pokročilé. Práce pojednává o cílech 
procvičování gramatiky a uplatňování teorie v praxi. Nastiňuje kritéria nezbytná pro účelné 
využití gramatických cvičení a navrhuje jejich třídění. Získané teoretické podklady umožňují 
proniknout do problémů francouzských studentů, pozorovaných při výuce cizího jazyka 
v rámci diplomantčiny účasti na projektu Comenius ve Francii (2003/04). Rovněž jsou 
zohledněny předpokládané reakce českých studentů na dané gramatické jevy. Posléze jsou 
navržena cvičení, která řeší daný gramatický jev a jež jsou vhodná pro vlastní praxi.
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1. Introduction
As I am interested in ELT methodology I decided to take part in Socrates' project 

supported by the European Union and to base my thesis on this program. In the winter 

semester 2003/04 I had a chance to take part in the project called Comenius. It is aimed at 

training future teachers and as such the successful applicants are to become foreign 

language assistants in schools of their choice from all around Europe. The overall aim of 

the project is to broaden the assistants' teaching experience and furthermore to enhance the 

cultural dimension by awakening the learners' interest in the culture o f the assistants' 

mother country.

Lately, a great emphasis has been put on cooperating principally with assistants 

from those countries which have just joined or are going to join the European Union in a 

short term horizon and then in order to enrich learners' knowledge about the countries that 

are to form a unified Europe together with their own country. Reciprocal observation and 

effort to understand each other’s cultural, historical and political background can lead not 

only to the enrichment of all the citizens but it can also enable their mutual comprehension, 

ease the communication barriers and help them solve problems that Europe may be facing 

as a whole. The above mentioned proves that the Comenius project has a more profound 

sense than it may seem at a first sight. It is a very complex and well thought-out 

intercultural project enabling geographically distant European countries grow closer mainly 

in terms o f cultural, racial and religious tolerance and mutual communication.

When I heard about the Comenius project I realised that working as a language 

assistant at a school in a foreign country would undoubtedly be a unique opportunity to 

observe all the various teaching methods and approaches that the local teachers use in 

English language teaching and reflect about my own teaching practice. Furthermore, I 

realised I could benefit from their experience and therefore at the same time improve my 

own teaching skills. As I have been studying English and French for the past 5 years, my 

choice was naturally to go to France and become an English language assistant at a French 

school. I was granted 5 months scholarship allowing me to work at 3 schools in St. Genis 

Laval a small town in the suburbs of Lyon (south east France) and decided to base my 

thesis on the teaching experience I would gain there.

When considering the subject of my thesis I tried to find an area o f the English 

language that can in a way be problematic for both French as well as Czech learners, even



though it may be so for very different reasons as each of the languages is of different origin 

and has different characteristics. Therefore Czech learners may perceive the English 

language and its language system in a different way than their French peers. I decided to 

focus on grammar and chose grammar practice rather than grammar presentation as I 

consider it to be a dynamic stage of the process crucial for the acquisition o f grammatical 

structure. Observing the difficulties French learners encounter and the techniques their 

teachers use to prevent them from making the same mistakes over again and considering 

them from the perspective o f contrastive analysis hypothesis made me think about 

mistakes typical for Czech learners and about activities suitable for my teaching experience 

here in the Czech republic.

The thesis consists of a theoretical and practical part. The individual chapters of the 

theoretical part o f the thesis deal with 1) the definition and objective o f grammar practice 

activities, 2) factors contributing to successful practice, 3) classification of grammar 

practice activities and 4) contrastive analysis hypothesis. The theoretical part is a basis for 

the evaluation of the practice. In the practical part the English lessons observed in French 

schools are described and the aim of each lesson is also stated. Furthermore, with respect to 

contrastive analysis hypothesis and my teaching practice I attempt to assess the reactions of 

French learners and think about difficulties Czech learners can encounter when dealing 

with the given grammatical structure. The knowledge from the theoretical part should help 

to find a remedy for these problems. For the purpose o f improving my own teaching 

practice, I suggest various activities supporting easier comprehension and acquisition.

2. Background Information On Grammar Practice

2.1 The definition of grammar practice and its objective
According to Ur (1991) grammar practice is “an activity through which language

skills and knowledge are consolidated and mastered” (Ur 1991, 20) Further, she says that 

grammar practice is a series o f various exercises traditionally following the presentation 

stage o f the lesson during which learners should apply recent knowledge into their short

term memory. The aim of any grammar practice is the intentional effort to transfer learners' 

knowledge into the long-term memory to help the learners grasp the structure practically 

and thus to contribute to the incorporation of the knowledge into their active production 

skills.
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Ur (1991) expresses the possibility of perceiving practice as the “rehearsal of certain 

behaviours” (Ur 1991, 19) leading to the desirable goal. She develops this idea further and 

comes to the conclusion that learning a language can be seen as a parallel to learning any 

skill. As a result, Ur (1991) examines features o f practice activities from the perspective of 

features o f any skills. According to her learning a skill is a process consisting o f three 

stages: verbalization, automatization and autonomy. As verbalization comprises 

description, and demonstration of the skills, it can be considered complying with the 

presentation stage. The process o f automatization involves rehearsing a certain behaviour 

pattern repeatedly under the teacher's supervision until it is mastered to such an extent that 

it becomes automatic and learners can perform it without any reflection. During the last 

stage o f autonomy learners should become self-dependent by means o f further practice and 

by using the skill on their own.

Apart from Ur (1991), Thombury (1999) classifies objectives o f practice activities 

differently. He does not consider grammar practice from the point of the view o f specific 

stages o f teaching grammar practice like Ur (1991). He sees it from the perspective of 

acquisition and therefore introduces suitable types of practice matching the type of the 

learner and states characteristics of such activities. He mentions three categories o f learners 

and subsequently three categories of objectives. The first category comprises learners 

whose fluent performance lacks accuracy, the second is formed by those who on the other 

hand are confronted with no problems with applying the correct form. However, in this 

category fluency suffers. The third group is able to combine well both the category of 

accuracy (e.g. application o f grammar rules into practice), and the category of fluency, 

(e.g. learners' ability to produce an intelligible and uninterrupted form  o f  speech), 

although, their ability to express meaning is rather restricted. The proposed objectives for 

the three groups are then accuracy, fluency and restructuring. Accuracy, together with 

accuracy-based exercises, are assigned to the first group, fluency to the second, merging the 

new knowledge with the knowledge already acquired to the last.

2.2 Factors contributing to successful practice
Having described grammar practice objectives, this chapter deals with factors vital

for any successful activity. There are three sections in this chapter formed according to the 

following criteria: type of the activity, learner-based factors and practical hints common to 

all activities.



2.2.1 Type o f the activity

Thombury (1999) offers a complete classification of factors beneficial for grammar 

practice activities depending on the type o f activity. He distinguishes three groups of 

activities focusing each in turn on: accuracy, fluency and restructuring. For each respective 

type o f activity Thombury (1999) suggests a number o f optimal conditions for their 

successful use in lessons.

Accuracy-based activities

The focus o f accuracy-based activities is focus mainly on form (see 2.1). Thombury 

(1999) underlines the following characteristics essential for a successful accuracy-based 

activity: attention to form, familiarity, thinking time and feedback. The feature o f attention 

to form is linked to the necessity to motivate the learner to be accurate and to focus on the 

form itself. The term familiarity relates to familiarity o f learners with the language. 

Thinking time is always profitable and allows learners to reflect on the structures they are 

using. The last feature that is beneficial for the quality of accuracy-based exercises is the 

necessity o f feedback. According to Thombury (1999) it is advisable that learners are 

corrected on their misuse o f grammatical form in order to gain the feedback about the level 

o f their accuracy.

Fluency-based exercises

Fluency-based exercises are mainly communicative tasks focusing on intelligibility 

o f the speech and on meaning. Features vital for such practice as suggested by Thombury 

(1999) are: attention to the meaning, authenticity, communicative purpose, chunking and 

repetition. The first stated feature influencing the undisturbed course of practice is attention 

to meaning. Thombury (1999) recommends encouraging learners to pay attention to 

meaning rather than to form. Authenticity o f practice is another beneficial feature o f any 

practice activity. It is especially useful to simulate real-life environment and real-life 

conversation. To reach this aim “communicative purpose” (Thombury 1999, 93) is said to 

be necessary. It is the mutual urge of two or more speakers to exchange some specific 

information. Chunking is a term used to refer to cutting parts of speech into chunks, 

rehearsing them and automating those chunks which should help learners to become 

increasingly fluent. Repetition should provide learners with an increased amount o f practice 

of the same chunks.



Restructuring activities

As suggested by Thombury (1999) restructuring entails actively combining new 

knowledge with the old. Successful restructuring activity embraces the following features 

problematising, push and scaffolding. Problematising involves dealing with a problem that 

learners are to resolve. They are thus forced to compare the old and the newly acquired 

knowledge. The feature of push is linked to the idea that learners should be pushed to 

attempt to surpass their current competence level and try to produce and understand a new 

language on a slightly higher level than that of their current one. The feature o f scaffolding 

serves as a tool to reach this.

2.2.2 Learner based factors
This section focuses on the following learner based factors: heterogeneity,

motivation and interest and success orientation.

Heterogeneity

Due to the fact that every class is composed of distinct learners, the use of 

heterogeneous practice is desirable. For Ur (1988) the distinctive features o f learners are 

mainly the divers levels of learners in a given class. Gower, Phillips and Walters (1995) 

add features such as learning abilities, special needs, different level and the age group of 

specific learners.

To that we must add the learners' background, preferred learning style and the 

expectations o f learners, which should all be taken into proper account. The above stated 

attributes shall help all types o f learners to be successful and to win their confidence. 

Motivation and Interest

Motivation, as suggested by Ur (1988, 1991) and Čáp (1993) is a vital component of 

language learning. There are two types o f motivation: extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic 

motivation is a type of motivation arousing from some kind of external source such as: 

success, reward, failure, penalty, authoritative demands, tests and competitions. On the 

other hand, intrinsic motivation is an internal type o f motivation depending on the personal 

interest o f the learner in the culture o f given country, curiosity, and satisfaction with 

learning something new.



According to Ur (1988, 1991) and Čáp (1993) interest itself can be considered to be 

one of the most important attributes o f successful practice. It is linked with both extrinsic 

and intrinsic motivation. However, the main source of learners' interest is intrinsic 

motivation. In order to inspire motivation it is necessary that the teacher try to arouse 

interest. This can be done by setting clear and adequate objectives, varying tasks, using 

visuals, using games and other entertaining activities, introducing role-play, using info-gap 

activities, personalizing the tasks and using open-ended cues.

Success-orientation

Both Ur (1988) and Čáp (1993) agree that the successful performance of any task is 

a key to any effective practice. Praising, encouraging learners and the experience of 

successful performance develops their self-image, helps build their self-confidence and 

motivates them to work harder. However, permanent successful performance and no risk 

o f failure will decrease the challenge and learners' motivation. If, on the other hand, 

learners face constant failure, they may succumb to a total lack of interest in the subject and 

gain a very negative self-image. Therefore for each group of learners suitable types of 

exercises and teaching approaches should be chosen with care.

2.2.3 Practical hints common to all activities
This section focuses on the following practical hints common to all activities: pre-

learning, volume and repetition, instructions and teacher assistance, sequencing and timing 

activities, teaching aids and supplementary materials and anticipated problems.

Pre-learning

Pre-learning a structure, as suggested by Ur (1988), is a vital feature o f any practice 

as learners cannot practice anything that has not been introduced yet. Learners must have a 

chance to get the structure to their short-term memory. If the teacher omits the stage o f pre- 

learning the danger of learners' incomprehension and puzzlement is imminent and may 

force the teacher to interrupt the practice by explanations and corrections.

A similar feature essential for any type of practice is mentioned by Gower, Phillips 

and Walters (1995). When making a decision what practice approach to take, the above 

mentioned authors propose taking into account whether the structure to be practiced is 

completely new or whether it has already been practiced. According to them the level of 

learners' familiarity with the structure is directly proportional to the type o f exercise that



should be chosen. The less familiar the learners are with the structure the more accuracy- 

based type o f practice (see 2.2.1) is recommended.

Although Thornbury (1999) mentions pre-leaming and familiarity with the structure 

as one of the vital features o f grammar practice activities, unlike other authors, he 

associates this feature with accuracy-based practice activities only (see 2.2.1).

Volume and Repetition

The feature o f repetition distinguished by Thombury (1999, see 2.2.1) is also 

distinguished by Ur (1988). She stresses the importance o f volume that is to say importance 

to devote as much time as possible to practice, which may be performed by means of 

repetition. Repetition however, does not necessarily coincide with repetitive and thus 

boring exercises. To avoid this Ur (1988) challenges teachers to use features arousing 

interest and motivation in learners.

Instructions and Teacher assistance

For Ur (1988) the most important condition for giving instructions is their clarity. 

The clarity can be assured by saying instmctions slowly in a simple language, 

demonstrating the activity, asking learners whether they have understood, asking a learner 

to translate the instructions or it can be useful to use learners' mother tongue to avoid 

misunderstanding, puzzlement and to save time. Instructions should also include 

information about the time available for the activity.

After having given the instmctions a teacher's  role is to provide learners with assistance, 

hints, support and encourage them to produce as much language as possible without being 

traumatised from being assessed says Ur (1988).

Sequencing and Timing of activities

Both Ur (1988) and Harmer (1998) mention the importance o f the right timing o f an 

activity and its incorporation into the lesson. First of all the teacher should plan how much 

time the activity requires when planning a lesson and tell learners how much time they have 

got to perform the task during the lesson. Grammar practice may be done at different stages 

o f lesson. Traditionally, it follows a presentation. The important aspect is incorporating the 

activity into the structure o f the lesson to make the lesson compact.

Teaching aids and supplementary materials

Harmer (1998) and Ur (1988) stress the fact that the use of teaching aids such as the 

textbook, workbook, tape recorder or a video to be used during the lesson is a basic aspect



of any successful lesson. Using supplementary materials such as pictures, flash cards or 

authentic materials such as newspapers during the lesson may significantly raise learners' 

interest and motivation and conduce to effectiveness o f the task. When considering the 

choice o f the supplementary materials the following issues have to be taken into account: 

relevancy of the materials, level of the language and its suitability for the given group of 

the learners and whether the materials are easy to manipulate with.

Anticipated problems

Authors such as Harmer (1998) and Gower, Phillips and Walters (1995) emphasize 

the necessity to think about the problems that may occur during the lesson in advance. 

Thinking about the possible problems, analysing them provides teachers with a deeper 

insight into the structure and thus helps them choose suitable type o f practice avoiding the 

possible mistakes. The mistakes learners make are mainly caused due to two factors. At 

first it is the distinct characters of grammar systems o f various languages and differences 

between the systems that mislead learners. Secondly it is the fact that some grammatical 

features do not have equivalents in different languages (see 4.1).

3. Grammar Practice Activities

3.1 Classification of Grammar Practice Activities
Within the classification of grammar practice activities individual authors dealing

with the problem took different approaches. Thus two main categories can be distinguished. 

The first comprises authors who distinguish between oral and written activities, the second 

includes those who range activities from controlled to free. The first group bases their 

classification on skills that help learners to develop their ability to use appropriate 

grammatical structures. The latter uses the criteria of accuracy and fluency. In spite of this 

division, each individual activity can be assessed as either oral or written, and at the same 

time most o f activities can be distinguished as concentrating on accuracy or fluency. These 

activities will be shown in Table 2 at the end of this chapter.

Even though authors who engage in the classification of grammar practice activities 

(e.g. Harmer 1990, Thornbury 1999, Paulston and Bruder 1976, Hubbard, Jones, Thorton 

and Wheeler 1991) often took different approaches and have set diverse criteria of 

classification o f activities, they mentioned numerous analogous activities. Therefore the 

activities and their characteristics suggested by all the studied authors will be considered



and compared collectively and potential variations will be stated. The activities will be 

presented in the alphabetical order.

3.1.1 Controlled Conversation
3.1.1.1 Definition

Even though conversation may seem to be traditionally a fluency-based practice, 

both Byrne (1992) and Thombury (1991) agree that it may be used to consolidate accuracy 

as well. They define such activities as short four to six lines conversations between the 

teacher and the learner or between learners themselves. As the controlled conversations are 

accuracy based, they embrace structures that need to be practiced.

3.1.1.2 Characteristics 

Positive features o f controlled conversation

Thombury (1999) presents the majority o f positive features o f controlled 

conversations. According to him they provide “rich language environment” (Thombury 

1999, 108) to distil new knowledge. This activity may be used for all levels o f leanres, 

even though the approach to different levels and types of conversations may be different. 

Practicing a controlled conversation with beginners may require using more simple 

grammatical structures, providing learners with prompts and corrections and reformulations 

if necessary. This type of practice may contribute to reinforcement o f both accuracy and 

fluency.

Negative features and their solutions

Thombury (1999) engages in negative features of controlled conversations. First of 

all, he mentions the fact that not all given structures may be easily applied. However, the 

“high frequency” (Thombury 1999, 111) items such as the present simple, the past simple 

and modal auxiliaries can be used without a problem.

When the conversation is performed with the whole class, with the teacher asking learners 

questions and learners answering, learners will not get a sufficient amount o f practice. 

Thombury (1999) therefore gets to the solution consisting in using the whole class work 

only for a short time as a preparatory stage providing learners with the recommended 

pattern and being followed by conversation in pairs.



This practice may be too demanding for some learners as it requires concentration 

on both form and meaning. Therefore some learners may appreciate hearing examples of 

conversations before or have the availability o f some prompts or pictures.

When learners practice controlled conversations in pairs like in many other 

activities done in pairs there is a danger that learners will use their mother tongue. 

Therefore the teacher should walk around the class, check the use of English and help if 

learners encounter any difficulties (see 2.2.3)

3.1.1.3 Suitable stage of a lesson

The stage of a lesson suitable for controlled conversation suggested by Thombury

(1999) is either at the beginning or at the ending of a lesson. Using controlled conversation 

at the beginning or at the end o f a lesson can serve as a revision of the previously presented 

and practiced knowledge.

Controlled conversations may be also used within any grammar practice in the 

middle of any lesson following the presentation stage. Here the aim is to direct practice and 

develop the use o f automation of grammatical structures.

3.1.2 Drills

3.1.2.1 Theoretical basis of drills

According to Richards, Rogers (1996), Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler 

(1991) the theoretical basis o f drills is behaviourism. It is associated with theories of 

Russian psychologist I. P. Pavlov and American scientist, Skinner who suggest that 

learning a language can be seen as a habit formation. In language learning, behaviour 

corresponds to the verbal behaviour of the learner, the Pavlov's term stimulus conforms to 

what is taught during the lesson, the term response is comparable to the learner's answer 

and Skinner's term reinforcement corresponds to the teacher ' s reaction to the response. 

Skinner's terms the positive and negative reinforcement take two forms: the external, 

represented by praise or by the correction o f the teacher, and internal, represented by 

learners feelings about their own performance. Constant repetition o f the response and 

consequent habit formation is what binds behaviourism and drills together.
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3.1.2.2 Characteristics o f drills

Drills are oral, written or oral and written, accuracy-based activities (see 2.2.1.). 

They are the most prevalent activities cited by most o f the authors (i.e. Harmer 1990, 

Paulston and Bruder 1976, Ur 1991) regardless of the classification o f grammar practice 

activities. They form one of the most disputable and most discussed type o f activity used 

for grammar practice because of its contradictory features.

Positive features of drills

Regarding the positive features o f drills, the majority o f authors dealing with 

grammar practice activities (i.e. Harmer 1996, Ur 188, Paulston and Bruder and Lee 1992) 

consider drills to be quick and efficient form of practice helping learners to get familiar 

with almost any grammatical structure and consolidate it a as a natural feature. According 

to Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler (1991) this consolidation contributes as well to the 

unconscious development of fluency of learners. Further they suggest that as learners speak 

they are able to use the correct grammatical structure without thinking and interrupting the 

speech. They come to eventually use the structure automatically. At the same time the 

automation o f grammatical structures provides learners with almost no possibility to make a 

mistake, which can significantly build learners' confidence.

This view is confirmed by Lee (1992) and Harmer (1996). Harmer (1996) 

designates drills as a “safe” practice (Harmer 1996, 92). Thombury (1999), who shares the 

thought o f “safe” practice, points out that this feature is allowed by the twofold control of 

drills. Firstly, the structure of drills is fixed beforehand. Learners ' answers are under the 

complete control o f the teacher who gives cues according to which learners must respond. 

Secondly, it is the teacher who leads the activity and its progression.

Building a Kinetic and Auditory memory is another attribute assigned mainly to 

repetition drills by Paulston and Bruder (1976). Even though repetition drills and drills in 

general have many drawbacks, Paulston and Bruder (1976) regard them useful especially, 

at the commencement o f language learning. Developing kinetic memory refers to the 

“training o f the perceptual motor skills” (Paulston and Bruder 1976, 12). In case learners 

forget grammatical rules, they may still be able to use them appropriately because “the 

tongue trips along its memorized path” (Paulston and Bruder 1976, 12) and the kinetic 

memory is working. The contribution of auditory memory is in the potentiality o f extending
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learners' competence to identify and recollect long and complicated expressions, which 

may be noticeably arduous, especially for the beginners.

Negative features of drills and their solutions

Although all the authors (e.g. Harmer 1996, Lee 1992, Thombury 1991, Paulston 

and Bruder 1976) mentioned in the previous section stated not negligible amount of 

positive aspects of drilling, from their further suggestions, it is apparent that at the same 

time drills also constitute serious impediments. One of the most frequently quoted negative 

features o f drills is their mechanical and repetitive pattern caused mainly by their 

thoroughly controlled character. Paulston and Bruder (1976) consider “mindless parroting” 

(Paulston and Bruder 1976, 12) to be one of the crucial drawback of drills.

According to Paulston and Bruder (1976), Harmer (1997), Hubbard, Jones, Thorton 

and Wheeler (1991) and Lee (1992) it is counter productive asking learners to repeat or 

form sentences they do not understand. A solution to the mechanical drilling proposed by 

Hubbard, Jones, Thorton, Wheeler (1991) and Paulston and Bruder (1992) is introducing 

meaningful drills. Even though meaningful drills are still to a certain extent controlled, they 

provide learners with a variety of possible real-life answers. To be able to respond to them, 

learners have to understand the meaning. Further suggestions include introducing 

communicative drills. These allow learners to practice transferring grammatical structures 

into real-life communication. They are less controlled and they allow learners free answer 

with the condition o f its truthfulness. The aspect o f truthfulness o f answers is mentioned 

also by Harmer (1987, 1996). This feature o f drills allows joining form and meaning. 

Involving learners' personalities by making truthful answers about themselves makes 

learners more involved in the learning process and therefore also more interested and 

motivated. Harmer (1987,1996) also recommends the use o f teaching aids such as 

flashcards or pictures offering learners more absorbing and challenging practice (see 2.2.3). 

Learners practicing drills with the help o f flashcards do not necessarily do so with the 

teacher and the whole class. The activity can be done in small groups or in pairs. Such 

examples o f cooperative work contribute to a friendly atmosphere in the class, making 

drills seem less mechanical and more pleasant.

According to Paulston and Bruder (1976), Rivers and Temperley (1978), Hubbard, 

Jones, Thorton and Wheeler (1991) and Harmer (1987, 1996) repetitive nature o f drills, 

following the same pattern over and over does not provide learners with suitable and
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desirable creativity, challenge and interest and it can cause a strong demotivation raised by 

boredom. Consequently, it is not advisable to use drills excessively. Introducing variety 

into drills, using different types of drills, teaching aids, various types o f activities are a 

plausible solution to this (see 2.2.2). This applies especially to young learners and teenage 

learners. Young learners are usually very playful and this approach may not be as effective 

as other more creative types of practice such as games. Challenging and thought provoking 

activities such as problem solving would be more suitable for teenagers. Adults on the other 

hand may appreciate the possibility to consolidate their knowledge by drilling more than 

the two previous target groups. However, adults too may find it boring too when devoting 

superfluous periods of time to drilling. When used just for a quick practice, drills may be 

used for all age groups however, taking the level of learners and their special needs into 

account is advisable.

3.1.2.3 Suitable stage of lesson

When referring to the function of drills and the stage o f lesson in which they should 

be applied, many authors dealing with the problem hold opposing views. Whereas Rivers 

and Temperley (1978) consider drills useful at both the initial and final stages of the lesson, 

Thombury (1999) stresses the effectivity o f the final position. Using drills at the initial 

stage as the “preliminary to practice” (Rivers and Temperley 1978, 120) as pointed out by 

Rivers and Temperley (1978), is salutary for the purpose o f getting learners familiar with 

the structure and observing how the structure works. Rivers and Temperley (1978) consider 

the repetitive pattern o f drills and the fact that learners do not have to concentrate on 

meaning as a characteristic granting learners the possibility o f getting familiar with the 

structure without having to face too many difficulties. Using drills at the final stage o f the 

lesson should serve as “a review or consolidation” (Rivers and Temperley 1978, 120) of 

practiced grammatical structures providing learners with the feeling of automation and 

security (see 3.1.2.2).

Thombury (1999) strongly disagrees with the application of drills at the initial stage 

o f practice and supports his thoughts with strong arguments. As he explains, drills are 

traditionally perceived as activities focusing on accuracy and usually follow directly after 

the presentation stage. At this point however, learners may encounter problems when 

concentrating on both a new grammatical structure and the meaning o f the drill. This means 

that being familiar with the language used in drills in advance enables learners to
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concentrate only on the form and even more importantly prevents them from encountering 

too many difficulties, from getting frustrated and thus from loosing important interest and 

motivation (see 2.2.2). It is for this reason that Thombury (1999) proposes using drills at 

the final stage o f practice, after learners have already got acquainted with the new meanings 

by for example reading or listening tasks. He also stresses the need of learners to have time 

for second thoughts about the structure. Learners need time for “fine-tuning” (Thombury 

1999, 97) their knowledge.

3.1.2.4 Types o f drills

Most of the above stated authors mention comparable types o f drills. Some of them 

like Paulston and Bruder (1976) or Rivers and Temperley (1978) introduce an exhaustive 

classification o f drills, others like Ur (1999), Harmer (1987, 1996) or Hubbard, Jones, 

Thorton and Wheeler (1991) mention only the most frequent types. For the overview o f all 

types o f drills mentioned by studied authors (e.g. Thombury, Harmer, Paulston and Bruder, 

Rivers and Temperley and Hubbard et al.) see the table below. Activities in the table are 

ranged according to their frequency in studied sources and at the same time according to 

the skill they practice (oral, written and oral and written activities).
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Table 1: Classification o f drills

Thomburry Harmer

Paulston,

Bruder

Rivers,

Temperley

Hubbard, Jones, 

Thorton, 

Wheeler

ORAL DRILLS

Repetition drills X X X X

Response drills X X X X

Stage/Phase drills X X

Discrimination drills X

ORAL and 

W RITTEN

Substitution X X X X

Chain drills X X

Transformation X X

Sentence modification X

Translation X

W RITTEN

Fill-in drills X

Oral drills

Repetition drills

Repetition drills are the most frequently used types of drills mentioned by Thombury

(1999), Paulston and Bruder (1976), Rivers and Temperley (1978), Hubbard, Jones, 

Thorton and Wheeler (1991). Their purpose is to help learners get acquainted with the 

given grammatical structure at the very initial stage o f practice. As their name suggests, 

they allow learners to get used to the structure rather than practice grammar by means of 

simple repetition o f what has already been said by the teacher.
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Response drills

Rivers and Temperley (1978) distinguish three types of response drills: question- 

answer drills, answer-question drills and rejoinders. All these types are oral. They allow 

learners to learn to apply appropriate answers to questions, search for questions fitting their 

responses or use suitable rejoinders when leading a conversation. They are important 

because they allow learners to recognise conventional questions and answers and they help 

to build their ability to react adequately in real-life conversations.

Stage/Phase Drills

As suggested by its name this oral drill consists o f phases mostly formed by 

questions and answers. Harmer and Paulston (1999, 1996) and Bruder (1978) mention four- 

phase drills as a basic pattern but more phases are possible. Learners are asked to respond 

to a particular question and then ask another question on the basis o f the follow-up.

Discrimination drills

As mentioned by Paulston and Bruder (1978), this type o f drill is mainly used for 

speaking about grammar or discriminating grammatical structures such as plural or singular 

forms and decoding functions of the language. They call them testing drills since the 

answer is dependent solely on the choice of the learner.

Oral and written drills

Substitution

There are many types of substitution. However, they are all based on the same 

principle. The principle of this drill is to substitute one part of an utterance with a different 

one. The length o f the constituting part may vary from one word to the whole utterance. 

Paulston and Bruder (1976) classify substitution drills as alternation drills as the content of 

the sentence is altering. These can take both written and oral forms.

Chain drills

According to Harmer (1996) and Temperley (1976) in chain drills learners create 

imaginary chains by making utterances and giving cues to other learners who then continue 

in the creation o f this chain. Adding a personal element or transforming the drill into a 

game lends on amusing edge of the activity, inducing a suitably motivating learning
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environment. Chain drills can be practiced mostly orally or in written form with the whole 

class. With large classes divided group work is more appropriate.

Transformation drills

Transformation drills include mostly written and spoken practice o f shorter 

utterances. According to Paulston and Bruder (1976) transformation drills are a type of drill 

in which learners have to reconstruct a particular utterance according to a given cue. It 

focuses on e.g. syntactic relationships such as word order, formation o f questions, negative 

sentences and using different tenses. Rivers and Temperley (1978) on the other hand prefer 

using the term conversion rather than transformation, as they consider it more precise. This 

is due to the fact that the term transformation may be misleadingly connected with 

transformational-generative grammar.

According to Woods (1995) Chomsky transformational generative grammar deals 

with universal characteristics of languages, their structures and ambiguities that can occur 

when a sentence appears out of context (e.g. Old men and women were told to leave the 

ship). This sentence is ambiguous as it is not obvious whether it meant old men and old 

women or all old men and all women. (1995, 8). Lyons (1981) introduces Chomsky's claim 

that rules o f the grammar and conditions under which they operate must be precisely 

specified. Further, he offers the following definition of transformational generative 

grammar: ”A generative grammar is a set o f rules which generates a set of syntagmas and 

thereby defines each syntagm to be well formed in the language that is characterized by the 

grammar”. In connection with this he also mentions the term transformational grammar that 

serves as a model for the grammatical description o f language systems. (Lyons, 1981, 124- 

127)

Sentence Modification

Both groups o f authors Paulston & Bruder (1976) and Rivers & Temperley (1978) 

speak about sentence modification drills. These drills can be practiced in spoken and 

written form. According to Rivers' and Temperley's (1978) classification, sentence 

modification drills include three subgroups. They are called completions, deletions and 

expansions. Paulston and Bruder (1976) add to these three groups a fourth subgroup of 

transformations (e.g. syntactic drills). This is due to their focus on modifying a sentence 

from the syntactic point o f view.
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Expansions are mostly used for completing sentences with items, such as various 

types o f adverbs into the correct position in a sentence, or for expanding sentences by 

adding new information to them. Deletion is a process opposite to expansions. With the 

help o f completions, learners learn to finish incomplete utterances.

Translation drills

Rivers and Temperley (1978) recommend using oral translation drills with 

monolingual classes. They focus on formulation of equivalent expressions or utterances 

from, or into the learners' mother tongue. These drills are often specifically designed to 

practice particular grammatical structures. Translating short chunks of language is usually 

performed orally but longer chunks in written form.

Written drills
Fill-inns

According to Harmer (1987, 1996) this is a controlled type o f practice as learners 

are usually given prompts leading to answers. The learners' task is to fill in the missing 

blanks in the text by the correct grammatical structure.

3.1.3 Games
3.1.3.1 Definition

All the below mentioned authors (e.g. Harmer 1990, Ur 2000 and Lee 1991) dealing 

with games define them as activities with an entertaining and stimulating character suitable 

for any age group (see 3.1.3.2) and any level of learners. Apart from Ur (2000), who offers 

two opposing views on games, the rest of authors highlights their positive traits and 

recommend using them to practice, not only structures and vocabulary, but also the four 

key skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking.

Harmer (1990) defines them as a “vital part o f a teacher 's equipment” (Harmer 

1990, 94) serving to the language practice and emphasizes mainly the “therapeutic effect” 

that games provide. According to Ur (2000), games are activities with an explicit objective 

that by means o f stimulating tasks lead to “pleasurable tension” in learners. Lee (1991) also 

perceives games as enjoyable and thus motivating activities whose aim is to “outstrip” 

(1991, 1) other learners' production or “battering” (1991, 1) learners' own achievement. 

Byrne's (1992) characterisation o f games is very much close to the above-mentioned
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definitions. According to him, they enable practicing the language in an enjoyable manner 

allowing for more effective language acquisition.

3.1.3.2 Characteristics 

Positive features of games

As mentioned in 3.1.3.1 one o f the main attributes of games is their amusing 

character that significantly contributes to the stimulation and motivation o f learners, 

consequently increasing the efficiency of acquisition.

Games are suitable for any age o f learners. There are three distinct age groups that 

may be distinguished -  young learners, teenagers and adults. Each group requires sensitive 

choice o f games suitable to the character of the age group. Concerning young learners Ur

(2000) highlights that they, especially, learn best when deeply involved in an activity. If 

their interest is aroused, which can be achieved e.g. with the means o f “visual and aural 

channels, activating language and movement” (Ur 200, 290), the activity absorbs them to 

the maximum and becomes considerably effective.

Teenagers and adults, on the other hand, can have contradictory feelings about 

games. When teaching a class of teenagers an “inhibition factor” should be taken into 

account when choosing a suitable game. Playing is an activity teenagers grew out of. It is 

connected with e.g. movement, which can most probably be too embarrassing for them. 

Therefore we can expect they can reject to play them. On the other hand, this age group 

may really appreciate some kind of challenging guessing, quizzes or solution solving 

games. When playing games with adults, it can be useful to explain the aim of the practice. 

Otherwise there is a danger that they may feel they have not learned anything.

Lee (1991) emphasizes the fact that as games are mainly played in pairs or in 

groups, learners can enjoy cooperating with their team-mates, or rivalling them. This 

feature offers however, a different dimension and can be perceived from a different 

perspective. It can contribute to the development of social skills o f learners. When in a 

team, learners acquire how to cooperate, how to compromise and how to respect other 

learners' opinions, thus contributing to their cultivation as personalities. This applies 

mainly to children, whose behaviour patterns are formed at their school age.
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Negative features o f games

The author presenting some disadvantages o f games is Ur (2000). Her first objection 

to games is that as that while on one hand games may be considered as relaxing activities, 

on the other, learning is considered to be a serious activity; therefore the two seem to be 

incompatible. The second issue Ur (2000) warns against is calling an activity a game just 

for the sake o f provoking interest even though it has nothing in common with a game-like 

activity. The last approach she does not recommend is to use games at all cost even if they 

do not contribute to learning.

3.1.3.3 Suitable stage o f a lesson

According to Harmer (1990), any stage is suitable for playing games. However, the 

most suitable part o f the lesson he recommends is the very end of the lesson. Finishing the 

lesson with a game will contribute to learners' positive feeling about their English lesson, 

especially after a long day.

Nevertheless, games may be used at different stages o f a language lesson. They can 

play the role o f an ice-breaker when used at the beginning o f a course, allowing learners to 

get to know each other. Using a game at the initial stage o f a lesson can serve as a 

motivation and a mainspring helping learners to get involved in the lesson. Using a game at 

the beginning of a lesson may however, at the same time excite learners, especially the 

young ones to such an extent that it may be hard to calm them later on when it is necessary 

to move on to next activity. Consequently, a considerable part o f a lesson may be lost.

Games can appear as a constituent part o f any grammar practice in the middle o f a 

lesson following the presentation stage or coming between two demanding activities 

serving to the change of the focus of the lesson or simply as a relaxing point providing 

learners with new source o f energy.

Using games at the final stage of a lesson can be effective not only for the reasons 

mentioned above by Harmer (1990) but it can also serve as an enjoyable and quick revision 

offering feedback to the learners, as well as the teacher about the extent o f learners 

comprehension of new structures and the amount and approach of other practice needed.
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3.1.4 Information Gap activities
3.1.4.1 Definition

According to Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler (1991) the aim of any 

information gap activity is “bridging the gap” (Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler 1991, 

199) between learners. Learners are given different pieces o f information, usually in a form 

of a sheet with blanks in the text and their task is to share information and thus complete 

the sheet.

3.1.4.2 Classification

Classification of information gap activities is a subject o f a discussion of the below 

mentioned authors (e.g. Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler 1991, Thombury 1999, and 

Harmer 1996). Some of the activities are divided into entirely diverse categories, which is 

probably due to the fact that they can be observed from rather distinct perspectives. The 

classification can be also influenced by the aim to be reached. It can be fluency, accuracy or 

both. Heterogeneity o f authors' opinions may be as well conditioned by numerous diverse 

existing types o f information gap activities.

The feature of unpredictability makes the task close to real life conversation and 

Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler (1991) therefore regard this activity as 

communicative, meaning based and free. Thombury (1999) offers two possible 

classifications. He considers information gap tasks to be “an intermediate stage” 

(Thombury 1999, 102) between controlled drills and free activities and justifies it by 

adducing their rather controlled but still fluency developing and interactive character. At 

the same time, he admits that they could be regarded as fluency-based activities. This is 

mainly due to their communicative character. Harmer's classification (1999) is on the other 

side of scale than that of Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and Wheeler (1991). According to 

Harmer (1996), the possibility of using information gap activities to practice “specific items 

o f language” (Harmer 1996, 95) testifies to its drill-like character. Having said that, he 

admits that their communicative, involving and motivating character o f info gap activities 

ranges them among meaningful drills.
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3.1.4.3 Characteristics

Positive features o f information gap activities

Authors dealing with information gap activities (e.g. Hubbard, Jones, Thorton and 

Wheeler 1991, Thombury 1999 and Harmer 1996) agree that unpredictability and 

motivating character belong among the most mentioned assets o f information gap activities. 

Thanks to unpredictability of both the speaker's and the listener's reactions the activity 

acquires real-life conversation attributes. Enjoyable and involving tasks such as information 

gap activities are always more motivating and effective.

Thombury (1999) adds a few more positive aspects linked to information gap 

activities. The first of them is communicative purpose. Communicative purpose focuses on 

the needs o f both participants in the task o f exchanging information, not just for the sake o f 

grammar practice itself: Communicative purpose is a basis o f real life 

conversation.

It virtually triggers off the conversation and serves as an incentive for its continuation. The 

second feature Thombury (1999) mentions is reciprocity. As information gap tasks are 

based on the oral exchange of information between learners and noting the answers down, 

therefore the speakers need to be “mutually intelligible.”

Negative features o f information gap activities and their solutions

None o f the above mentioned authors (e.g. Thombury 1999, Hubbard, Jones, 

Thorton and Wheeler, 1991, Harmer 1996) speaks about any disadvantages of information 

gap activities. However, the fact that this activity is mainly performed in pairs or as a 

mingling activity in order to provide learners with possibility to practice the target language 

as much as possible, can bring some drawbacks. Firstly, learners could show each other the 

information on their sheets instead of communicating it. Secondly, learners could speak in 

their mother tongue. The solution to this can be teacher's walking around the class, 

listening to learners as an advisor and checking their work. The purpose of the activity 

should be explained and the use of the target language emphasized. Once the learners 

understand this and get use to this type o f work, the risk o f using the mother tongue should 

consequently decrease.
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3.1.5 Personalisation
Personalisation is another type o f activity presented by Harmer (1996, 1990, 1987)

and Thombury (1999). It can have both a free or controlled character and can be both oral 

and written. Both authors define it as an engaging activity with a rather communicative 

character. According to them, the greatest advantage of personalisation is its similarity to 

an authentic conversation by the means of using recently acquired structures in truthful 

sentences. Learners should not produce empty and meaningless structures without thinking 

but convey meaning and at the same time use a grammatical structure. On the other hand, 

both authors (Harmer 1996, 1990, 1987 and Thombury (1999) agree that learners may be 

reluctant to answer questions that are too personal or those that somehow contradict with 

their cultural background. In such a case learners should be given a chance not to answer 

the question.

In spite o f Harmer's (1996,1990,1987) and Thombury's (1991) identification of 

personalisation as an independently functioning activity it is rather questionable whether 

this type of activity can be considered as such. It would be more suitable to consider it a 

feature contributing to an authenticity o f any activity providing each grammar practice task 

with both a form and a clear meaning leading to the meaningful practice. The conception 

o f the term personalisation as a feature essential to any practice rather than as an 

autonomous practice activity is also supported by ideas presented in the section dealing 

with drills (see 3.1.2.2). Authors who are paraphrased here (e.g. Hubbard, Jones, Thorton 

and Wheeler 1991, Paulston and Bruder 1976 and Harmer 1996, 1991,1987) recommend 

using personalisation to decrease the perfunctoriness o f drills and make drills more 

enjoyable and thus motivating.

All these above stated facts lead to the conclusion that personalisation should not be 

considered as an independently functioning type o f exercise.

3.1.6. Receptive Approach
3.1.6.1. Defintition

Thombury (1999) offers a rather unique thought emphasizing the role o f the 

receptive (Thombury 1999, 105) approach to grammar practice. He claims that it is not the 

productive skills o f writing and speaking that should be developed, as it is traditionally 

believed. Quite on the contrary, he implements the idea o f preferential development of 

receptive skills such as listening and reading into the grammar practice. In association with
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this theory, Thombury (1999) presents the term “consciousness raising” (Thombury 1999, 

109), which represents learners' mental picture of the structure and the increasing ability to 

implement structure into already acquired completed knowledge.

Apart from this, he also presents a series o f receptive practice tasks, which were 

developed for this type o f practice: these are “grammar interpretation activities” and 

“structured-input tasks”. The aim of such tasks is to teach learners how to “process the 

input” and analyse it. The production of target structures is seen as “counterproductive” 

disrupting learners from the analysis (Thombury 1999, 109).

It is also mentioned by Ur (1991) who employs the term “awareness” (Ur 1991, 84). 

She suggests using receptive and awareness raising activities directly after the presentation 

stage. According to her, it allows learners to get acquainted with structures in the context 

of a text.

3.1.6.2. Characteristics

Positive features of receptive approach

According to Thombury (1999), the main asset o f receptive tasks is their efficacy. Learners 

leam to distinguish various forms of structures. This type o f practice also encourages their 

consciousness raising and implementing the structure into already acquired knowledge 

before they approach the productive tasks. This helps those learners who wish to get 

acquainted and start automating the structure itself before using it in a productive way (see 

3.1.6.1).

Negative features o f interpretation

None o f the authors dealing with this type of practice (e.g. Thombury 1999, Ur 

1991) mentioned some possible drawbacks linked to the receptive approach.

3.1.7 Other activities

Among other activities, only sporadically mentioned by Harmer (1996) and Ur

(2000) belong activities such as sentence writing, parallel writing and speaking and 

discourse composition. All these activities are less controlled than the above-mentioned 

types o f activities and can be practiced both orally or in writing. Although details
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associated with the activities are not provided, the activities seem to be worth mentioning 

as they undoubtedly contribute to successful acquisition o f grammatical structures.

3.1.7.1 Sentence writing

Sentence writing is presented by Harmer (1996) as a writting activity, however it 

can be used for speaking too. Learners are usually provided with some kind of written 

prompts such as the beginnings of sentences or pictures and are asked to write or say 

sentences corresponding to the pictures. Harmer's (1996) sentence making seems to be 

identical to an activity introduced by Ur (2000) under the name o f free sentence 

composition. Its aim is identical to that o f Harmer (1996): by the end of the practice 

learners will have geined further practice in usage of the given structure.

3.1.7.2 Parallel writing / speaking

This practice is based on writing or speaking according to a model that is given to 

the learners. Harmer (1996) states that such model can be e.g. a postcard to practice the 

present continuous and the present simple, a description, a letter and various stories.

3.1.7.3 Discourse composition

Learners' writing is based on a passage o f a text or on a discussion usually 

containing so called “dilemma situations” (Ur 1991, 84). Learners' task is to attempt to find 

a solution to the situation. Their written or oral production should contain in advance given 

grammatical features.

3.1.7.4 Characteristics 

Positive features

As previously mentioned, these activities can be practiced orally or in writing. They 

can provide learners with a variety of practice. While for some learners oral practice is the 

most effective type o f practice, others can prefer to write. These are learners who are too 

timid to respond to oral tasks spontaneously, these types o f learners prefer to express 

themselves in writing. While oral practice mostly requires a quick reaction from the 

learners, written tasks allow for more thinking time for those who need it.

When writing, learners also practice spelling. When speaking they also practice 

listening and pronunciation.
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Negative features and their solutions

One of the drawbacks o f writing activities focusing rather on fluency can be the fact 

that they are in most cases very time-consuming. During speaking activities focusing on 

fluency learners can use their mother tongue instead of the target language especially when 

working in pairs or in groups. This problem can be solved by the teacher's monitoring the 

learners working and offering help when needed.

3.1.8 Summary

According to Harmer (1996) not all practice activities can be strictly classified as 

either only accuracy based or as only fluency based. There are activities that “fall 

somewhere between the two extremes”: accuracy and fluency. Their position on an 

imaginary line between accuracy and fluency will be shown in the Graph 1 (Harmer 1996, 

51).

Some o f the above-mentioned types o f activities can be classified according to 

whether they are oral, written, accuracy-based or fluency-based activities. Those are shown 

in the Table 2 below.

Graph 1: Activities that cannot be strictly distinguished as accuracy or as fluency-based
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Table 2: Overview of activities

ACTIVITIES ORAL W RITTEN ACCURACY

Controlled

conversation

Drills

Games

Info-gap

Receptive tasks

Sentence writing

Parallel writing

and speaking

Discourse

composition

X X

X X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

4. Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
4.1. Introduction

As already mentioned in 2.2.3 dealing with factors contributing to successful 

practice, one o f the vital components closely connected to overall impact that each activity 

may have on the learners is to anticipate the mistakes that could be made. Contrastive 

analysis hypothesis has already been mentioned with relevance to he anticipation of 

mistakes. Contrastive analysis hypothesis plays an essential role in the practical part o f this 

thesis, e .g. when assessing the reactions o f French learners during grammar practice and 

when trying to develop variations o f activities suitable for my own teaching practice.

4.2. Definition and characteristics

Crystal (1993) defines two terms connected with contrastive analysis hypothesis - 

positive and negative transfer. Using similar features of language one when learning the 

target language can lead to positive transfer. On the other hand the contrast between the 

features of the two languages can cause negative transfer, which is, according to Crystal 

(1993) the main source o f difficulty in language learning.
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Nunan's (1991) definition o f contrastive analysis hypothesis is similar to that of 

Crystal (1993); however Nunan (1991) has an additional category. According to him 

contrastive analysis hypothesis deals with the impact the first language has on the 

acquisition o f the second. As well as Crystal (1993), Nunan (1991) distinguishes the two 

categories: positive and negative transfer. Nunan (1991) says that negative transfer is a 

result o f interference between two languages and mistakes reflecting the first language will 

occur as a result. Positive transfer arises when features of two languages coincide. This 

allows learners to utilize their mother tongue competence.

Apart from this, Nunan (1991) introduces another phenomenon that can occur. This 

is the situation where the feature o f one language does not have an equivalent in the second 

language (e.g. the existence and non-existence of articles in English and in the Czech 

language).

A conclusion made by Nunan (1991) regarding contrastive analysis hypothesis is 

that on the basis o f comparison of the two languages in question mistakes that learners 

make can be predicted. Learners using different first languages may face different problems 

and may need different periods of time to learn certain language structures.

Positive and negative transfer is also distinguished by Hendrich (1988). Although 

he introduces three additional categories o f transfer his definition is in harmony with the 

above- mentioned definitions. Having said that, Hendrich's (1988) terms external positive 

transfer and external negative transfer correspond to positive and negative transfer 

mentioned above by Nunan (1991) and Crystal (1993). Three additional categories he 

introduces are: internal positive transfer, internal negative transfer and secondary external 

influence (Hendrich 1988, 45-47).

As far as external positive transfer is concerend, Hendrich (1988, 44) claims that it 

is “directly proportional to the genetic affinity” between the two languages. Consequently, 

it must be easier for learners to acquire a second language that is genetically closer to their 

mother tongue than languages that have no similar features. The author mentions the 

example o f the Czech and Russian language, which are both Slavic inflectional languages 

and thus easier to learn for Czech learners rather than Germanic, analytical languages, like 

English or German.

When dealing with external negative transfer, Hendrich (1988) uses the term 

interference in the same association like Nunan (1991) who mentions the negative influence
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of the mother tongue that is being transferred to the process of acquisition o f the target 

language.

Internal positive transfer is connected with analogy essential in acquisition o f any 

language. Hendrich (1988) claims that any language contains chains of parallel features. 

When acquiring a language, the knowledge of such features facilitates the acquisition of the 

rest o f them (e.g. knowing the main features o f present continuous tense allows learners for 

easier comprehension of principles of other continuous tenses and thus simplifies their 

acquisition).

Apart from the parallel features, there can be also opposing features within one 

language, (such as regular and irregular verbs or using one tense to refer to various periods 

o f time) which can mislead learners and slow down the language acquisition. Hendrich 

calls this process “ internal negative transfer” (Hendrich 1988, 46).

The last of the terms regarding contrastive analysis hypothesis introduced by 

Hendrich is the “secondary external influence” (Hendrich 1988, 45). This term defines a 

positive or negative influence arising from the knowledge o f more than one foreign 

language. It is actually parallel to both types o f the external positive transfer that are 

mentioned above. If learners are acquiring a third foreign language the features o f the 

foreign language they have previously acquired can help or on the other hand mislead them 

when learning the new language, similarly as in the case o f learning a second language and 

comparing it to the mother tongue.

Another author dealing with the given issue is Hedge (2000). She distinguishes 

between two types o f “linguistic comparison” (Hedge 2000, 170) useful for choice of 

activities and their sequencing within the language lesson. The first o f them is contrastive 

analysis, the second is called error analysis. Hedge's contrastive analysis is parallel to the 

above-mentioned theories dealing with differences and similarities between the mother 

tongue o f learners and the target language. Error analysis compares “learners' 

interlanguage” (Hedge 2000, 107) and the target language. According to her it should 

provide teachers with the insight into the most frequent mistakes made by learners.

Further Hedge (2000) stresses the fact that there has always been an effort to 

understand the sources o f learners' mistakes. Research has shown that there is a connection 

between the volume of “mental processing” (Hedge 2000, 171) necessary for the reception 

and production o f any grammatical structure and its “leamability” (Hedge 2000, 171). The 

order in which the individual grammatical items are acquired (e.g. the third person singular
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“-s ” in the present simple) is established by leamability. As for the structure, she claims 

that the leamability o f e.g. the third person singular “-s” is rather slow in comparison with 

other grammatical structures and sees the cause in the fact that adding final “-s” does not 

interfere with the meaning.

Leamability could be connected with the results o f research presented as natural 

order hypothesis. Natural order hypothesis claims that the language mles are acquired 

’’according to a predictable sequence” (Hedge 2000, 172). This sequence tends to stay 

unchanged without regard to whether more or less extensive practice is provided. This 

hypothesis is based on “morpheme studies” carried out by researchers who examined the 

way children acquired certain grammatical morphemes of their first language. The results 

of the research revealed that the sequence o f the acquired grammatical morphemes is 

similar to the sequence of the children’s mother tongue. Later researchers claimed that the 

same theory could be applied for both children and adults learning a second language in 

natural environment.

Hedge (2000) concludes that a sufficient number of researches have not been carried 

out yet to provide us with the guaranteed information on the influence of instruction on the 

natural process o f acquisition.

Ellis (1997) discusses the order o f the acquisition too however, he has a different 

view than Hedge (2000). According to him, based on collecting o f samples of learners' 

language and assessing their accuracy the term accuracy order could be used. He claims 

that the order o f accuracy must correspond to the order o f acquisition. According to him, 

the features that learners acquire the first include progressive form -ing, auxiliary be, and 

plural -  s. The most difficult features on the other hand are regular forms o f the past simple 

and the present simple third person singular -s.

Ellis (1997) disagrees with the fact that acquisition is usually seen as “a process of 

accumulating linguistic features” or “building a brick wall” and introduces the term 

sequence o f acquisition. He sees acquisition as a process involving “transitional 

constructions”. According to him the acquisition is not always straightforward as it follows 

a “U-shaped course o f development”. After having shown a high level o f accuracy at initial 

stages o f learning, learners tend to regress before acquiring the grammatical mles. 

According to Ellis (1997) this course of development is caused by learners' distilling the 

knew knowledge into the already acquired (Ellis, 22-25).
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5. School Visits

5.1 Overview
Chapter five tries to find solutions to problems with certain grammatical features 

encountered by the learners o f English at French primary and secondary schools. It suggests 

suitable practice activities dealing with the grammatical structures in question that can 

supplement the textbook and that are suitable for my own teaching practice. At first, the 

observed lessons are described and the reactions of the French learners are discussed and 

assessed, taking into account the contrastive analysis hypothesis (see Chapter 4). Then 

possible reactions o f Czech learners are analysed and activities attempting to eliminate 

given problems are suggested.

Some of the lessons observed in French schools had similar aims. However, the 

teaching methods chosen by French teachers differed, depending on various aspects such as 

the age, the level and special needs of the learners. Subsequently the described reactions of 

the learners are varied too. The lessons with identical aims described and the activities 

suitable for my teaching practice are proposed together for all the lessons o f the same aim. 

Although references to the fluency-based activities are made in the following descriptions 

the main focus o f this thesis is on accuracy and therefore mainly accuracy-based activities 

are designed here.

5.2 School Visit 1 and 2
5.2.1 School Visit 1

Name of the school Collège Jean Giono

Type o f the school High school

Location of the school St. Genis Laval, Lyon outskirts, 30 000 inhabitants

Number o f learners 25

Age of learners 15 years

Level Pre-intermediate

Textbook, publishing house “English Alive”, Didier
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5.2.1.1. Aim, activities used for practice and description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end of the lesson learners will have acquired new vocabulary -  words 

concerning parts o f body and their regular and irregular plural forms. At the same time they 

will have gained practice in using the verb “to have” or “to be” when describing a physical 

appearance o f a person.

Activities used for practice: translation drill (3.1.2.4), sentence writing (3.1.7.1), guessing 

game (3.1.3)

Description of the lesson

The teacher distributed a worksheet (see Appendix 1) with prepared exercises, 

which was used throughout the lesson. The lesson started with an introductory matching 

practice o f words denoting parts of body and their plural forms. Learners were asked to 

match vocabulary to the corresponding parts o f body of a man in a picture. Parts of body 

were correspondingly numbered.

The next stage o f the lesson involved practice o f plural forms. The practice was 

performed by means o f a quick and efficient drill. The teacher pointed at various parts of 

her body, said their names in French and elicited the corresponding English singular and 

plural forms from the learners (e.g. teacher: “I'oreil”, learners: “ear”; teacher: “les 

oriels ”, learners: “ears ”).

The following stage involved getting learners to describe a person. To provide 

learners with an example, the teacher described herself using lexical verbs “have” and “be” 

(e.g. I  am tall, I  have got brown hair). One o f the learners came in front of the class and 

described one o f his classmates. The rest o f the class guessed who was described.

After oral practice, which was done with the whole class, individual written work 

with the sheet followed. The learners described a man in the worksheet. Then they 

described either the English teacher or their best friend.

The last stage o f the lesson consisted o f describing a famous singer, an actor, an 

actress, or a politician whose photo the learners brought to the class (e.g. I  am a famous 

American actress, I  have got long blond hair, I  am very slim, I  usually wear an orange 

swimming suit). The rest o f the class guessed who was described.
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5.2.1.2 Reactions o f French learners

Concerning expressions for parts o f body and their regular plural form, the 

contrastive analysis hypothesis played an essential role in learners' reactions. The learners 

had a chance to benefit from the external positive transfer (see Chapter 4) allowing them to 

build on the knowledge o f forming regular plural forms o f nouns in their mother tongue. 

Both languages, French and English, form regular plural form by adding “ - s ” at the end of 

the given word (e.g. in English: sg. arm - pi. arms, in French: sg. main -  pi. mains). 

Therefore the learners' production contained virtually no mistakes and the acquisition of 

the regular plural forms appeared to be.

On the other hand, the learners encountered problems with the irregular plural forms 

even though the problems did not seem common owing to a lower frequency o f irregular 

plural forms of nouns (e.g. hair, feet, teeth). The irregular plural forms exist in French too, 

however, their forms are completely different from the English ones and what is more, the 

nouns with irregular plural form in English do not correspond to those that are irregular in 

French and the other way round, which may be misleading (noun “feet” - “foot” has a 

regular equivalent in French “jambe”. This can be perceived as an external negative transfer 

or interference.

In general, French and English use the lexical verbs “have” and “be” in the same 

way to describe a physical appearance, i.e. they make the same collocations. A sentence 

such as ( / am tall and I  have got brown hair) would be formed with the same verbs in 

French. Subsequently, the learners had no problems using these verbs correctly (see the 

external positive transfer in Chapter 4).

5.2.2 School visit 2

Name o f the school Ecole Paul Frantz

Type o f the school Primary school

Location of the school St.Genis Laval, Lyon outskirts, 30 000 inhabitants

Number of learners 15

Age of learners 10,11

Level Elementary

Textbook, publishing house None
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5.2.2.1 Aim, activities used for practice and description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end o f the lesson learners will have gained further practice in usage of regular and 

irregular plural forms of nouns denoting parts o f body.

Activities used for practice: translation drill (3.1.2.4.), games (3.1.3.)

Description o f the lesson

The first stage of practice was based on the whole class work. The teacher drew a 

human body on the board and pointed to its various parts, pronouncing the names in French 

and asked learners for their English equivalents (e.g. teacher: ,,un oeil“, learners: „eye").

The next stage consisted o f an interactive practice of regular plural forms. Learners 

sang a song “Head, shoulders, knees and toes” and pointed at the corresponding parts of 

body they were singing about.

The last stage focused on practicing the difference between singular and plural 

regular and irregular forms of nouns denoting parts of body by means o f an interactive 

motoric game “Simon says...”. The teacher named pars of body in singular or in plural 

form {e.g. Simon says: “Putyour hands up’’) and learners adequately responded physically.

5.2.2.2 Reactions of French learners

As with the previous group discussed in 5.2.1.2, thanks to the external positive 

transfer, (transferring knowledge from the mother tongue about forming regular plural 

forms) learners made virtually no mistakes using the plural (see 5.2.2.1).

5.2.2.3 Anticipated reactions of Czech learners

With regards to the formation of plural forms, the Czech language has its distinct 

formation which is linked to the inflectional character o f the language. Therefore it is not 

possible for the learners to transfer these features o f their mother tongue into the target 

language. Czech plural is formed according to the declension pattern suitable for each 

noun. Having distinct forms in both languages, the plural form in English can slightly slow 

down the process of its acquisition for Czech learners (c.f. Ellis 1997, Chapter 4).

As far as describing physical appearance, both the Czech and the English language 

use the same lexical verb (“be” = “být” in Czech, e.g. I'm tall /  Jsem vysoký) and the lexical 

verb “have” corresponding to “mít” in Czech (e.g. I  have got brown hair /  Mám hnědé
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vlasy). According to my experience, learners therefore do not encounter any difficulties in 

correct usage of the lexical verbs “have” and ”be”.

5.2.2.4 Activities that deal with the given grammatical structures and that are suitable 

for my teaching practice

The preceding description shows that as far as the contrastive analysis hypothesis is 

concerned Czech learners cannot benefit from any positive transfer. However, at the same 

time, the interference cannot influence them negatively. It is mainly the English irregular 

plural forms o f nouns that can cause problems, however, their number is limited. Due to 

forming regular plural forms o f nouns by adding final “-s”, the practice should include 

short introductory accuracy-based activity helping the automation o f the structure. Fluency- 

based tasks can follow.

Activities

1)“What do you see?”

Learners tend to appreciate some drilling with the help of pictures (see 2.2.3). The 

teacher shows them pictures of various numbers objects. Learners' task is to say what they 

see at the picture and use either singular or plural form (see Appendix 2).

2) “The monsters”

The next stage could be practice that is less controlled than the previously 

mentioned drills. Describing monsters is an information gap activity (see 3.1.4) appealing 

not only to young learners but also to adults. Learners work in pairs. They are distributed 

different worksheets with pictures o f monsters. Each monster has got a name however, 

however some names are missing. The task is to describe the monster to the partner who 

identifies it and says its name (see Appendix 3).

3)“Catch the murderer “

This is a parallel writing type of activity and it is less controlled than the above- 

mentioned activities. It is done in pairs. One o f the learners is a policeman, the other a 

witness of a crime. The witness gets one picture o f the murderer and some brief information 

about the crime. The policeman has got a group of various pictures with criminals. The 

witness describes what he/she saw, how it happened and describes the murderer. The 

policeman's task is to identify the correct picture o f the murder scene and murderer.
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5. 3 School visit 3

Name of the school Collège Jean Giono

Type o f the school High school

Location of the school St. Genis Laval, Lyon outskirts, 30 000 inhabitants

Number of learners 21

Age o f learners 14 years

Level Pre-intermediate

Textbook, publishing house “English Alive”, Didier

5.3.1 Aim, activities used for practice, description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end of the lesson learners will have gained practice in usage o f the modal 

auxiliary verb “have to” in positive, negative sentences and in questions expressing 

obligation.

Activities used for practice: fill-in drill, response drills (3.1.2.4.)

Description o f the lesson

The first stage o f the lesson comprised presentation o f the modal auxiliary verb 

“have to” expressing obligation. The teacher presented its positive and negative forms on 

the blackboard. She wrote there three positive and three negative sentences (e.g. I  have to 

clean my room every day, I  do not have to hoover). She asked the learners to make similar 

sentences.

The following stage o f the lesson - written practice - was done individually by means o f a 

written fill-in drill. Learners filled in different forms o f the modal auxiliary verb “to have 

to” into a text in the textbook (e.g. I ..............(have to) clean / / ...............( not to clean).

Oral response drills practicing short answers followed. The teacher named various 

examples of housework and asked learners whether they had to do them or not.

In the last stage of the lesson the teacher focused on practising o f the 3'd person 

singular form of the modal auxiliary verb “have to“. To achieve the aim, the teacher chose a 

drilling activity again, particularly response drill, however, this time the learners worked at 

first in pairs and then with the whole class. They asked each other about their housework 

duties (e.g. Learner 1: “Do you have to iron your clothes?, ” Learner 2: “ No, I  do not, but
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I  have to clean my room ”). Five learners reported their classmates' housework to the class 

( “Jean has to clean his room but he does not have to wash his clothes ”).

5.3.2 Reactions o f French learners

The learners benefited from the internal positive transfer when conjugating the 

modal auxiliary verb “have to”, however the form o f the third person singular created 

considerable difficulties. This result was influenced by the natural order hypothesis and the 

fact that a certain sequence has to be followed before it is acquired (see Chapter 4).

The learners used the primary auxiliary verb “do” with quite a lot o f confidence 

with the exception o f the structure of the third person singular “does” which acted as a 

“stumbling block”. The mistakes that the learners made copied the above-mentioned 

problems.

5.3.3 Anticipated reactions of Czech learners

The above-mentioned reactions o f French learners correspond in all their aspects to 

the anticipated reactions o f Czech learners. According to my teaching experience, Czech 

learners extremely often make mistakes in the third person singular, and this applies to the 

modal auxiliary verb “have to” too. It takes them quite a considerable period of time to 

automate it (c.f. Ellis 1997, Chapter 4).

5.3.4 Activities that deal with the given grammatical structures and that are suitable 

for my teaching practice

Although Hedge (2000) suggests that the grammatical structures that are subjects of 

the natural order hypothesis are acquired irrespectively o f the amount o f practice their 

extensive practice seems to be reasonable (see Chapter 4). I believe that the receptive types 

o f activities designed by Thombury (1999) and Hedge (1991) introduced in 3.1.6 can, 

owing to their “consciousness-raising” character (Thombury 1999, 109), help learners 

automate and acquire the given structure. The activities allow learners to create a mental 

image o f the structure and later facilitate the productive tasks (see 3.1.6). Although learners 

already used the structures “has” and “does” when learning the present simple of lexical 

verbs “have” and “do”, additional practice is helpful.
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Activities

1) “Underlining”

Receptive tasks such as asking learners to read a suitable text containing various 

forms of the modal auxiliary verb “to have” or of auxiliary verb “does” and underlining 

them could be carried out at the initial stage of practice. By this way, an awareness of the 

third person form “has” or “does” could be further devoted before learners start to produce 

the forms on their own (e.g. She does not have to clean her room every day).

2) “Housework”

The information gap (see 3.1.4) practicing the correct production of the third person 

form of the modal auxiliary verb “have to” and auxiliary verb “do” in the third person 

singular can follow. Learners are asked to work in pairs with a worksheet (see Appendix 4) 

and ask each other about housework they have to do or not and its frequency. They will 

note down the information about their classmates and speak about them afterwards.

3) “Activities you have to do”

Learners are asked about three activities they have to do in their everyday life and 

that they do not like doing. They speak about it in pairs. The task is more personalized and 

therefore also more natural than the previous one.

5.4 School visit 4 and 5
5.4.1 School Visit 4

Name of the school Collège Paul d'Aubarède

Type of the school High school

Location of the school St.Genis Laval, Lyon outskirts, 30 000 inhabitants

Number o f learners 12

Age of learners 14 years

Level Pre-Intermediate

Textbook, publishing house “Step in”, Hatier
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5.4.1.1 Aim, activities used for practice, description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end o f the lesson learners will have gained further practice in leading a simple 

conversation, i.e. ask and answer questions in the past simple by the help o f the past form 

of the auxiliary verb “do”.

Activities used for practice: controlled conversation (3.1.1)

Description of the lesson

Past simple questions and answers were practiced by means of a videoconference 

conversation with learners o f the same age attending a middle school in the USA. Before 

the videoconference started, the teacher asked learners to think about questions regarding 

their weekend they would like to ask their friends from the USA. She wrote interrogative 

adjectives that could be used on the blackboard (e.g. Where? What? How? When? How 

long?) and asked learners to give examples o f suitable questions. Once the video 

connection via the web camera and the Internet between the two countries was established, 

the learners started the conversation.

5.4.1.2 Reactions o f French learners

The learners did not seem to have problems communicating with their American 

peers. Having benefited from the external positive transfer (French past tense corresponds 

to the English past simple as it is also formed with the help o f an auxiliary verb).

On the other, as in French all the verbs in the tense corresponding to the English 

past simple are regular (within their conjugation class), the answers o f French learners 

revealed some imperfections regarding the use o f irregular past verb forms.

Regarding the structure o f positive sentences in English the past simple (e.g. I  

visited my grandma yesterday), corresponds to the past tense in French called “Passé 

Composé”, expressing finished action in the past and has a form that is similar to that of the 

present perfect in English (e.g. J'ai visité ma grandmére hier/ literally translated: I  have 

visited my grandmother yesterday). French learners tend to confuse the two structures.
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5.4.2 School visit 5

Name o f the school Collège Paul d ' Aubarède

Type o f the school High school

Location o f the school St.Genis Laval, Lyon outskirts, 30 000 inhabitants

Number of learners 15

Age o f learners 16 years

Level Intermediate

Textbook, publishing house “Step in”, Hatier

5.4.2.1 Aim, Activities used for the practice, Description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end of the lesson the learners will have gained further practice in usage of the 

past simple in positive and in negative sentences with the past form o f the auxiliary verb 

“do”.

Activities used for practice: parallel writing (3.1.7.2)

Description of the lesson

The practice was based on a funny cartoon, “John Smith and Poker Huntas”, that the 

learners watched in the first stage o f the lesson. The cartoon was a parody of the real story 

o f Pocahontas. After watching the cartoon, the learners were asked to find the aspects not 

fitting into the story and to rewrite the story in pairs. During the last stage of the lesson 

each pair read two sentences of the sotry to the class.

5.4.2.2 Reactions of French learners

Learners did not seem to have serious problems noting down the differences 

between the real story and the parody as there were many aspects not fitting the period (e.g. 

Pocahontas and Indians driving a car). In comparison with the above-mentioned group of 

learners (c.f. 5.4.1.2) this group did not encounter so many difficulties when forming 

negative sentences with the auxiliary verb “did”.

5.4.3 Anticipated reactions of Czech learners

In terms o f my previous teaching experience I know that the use o f the auxiliary 

verb “did” in questions and negative statements in the past simple usually causes Czech
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learners problems and that it takes quite a lot o f practice before this grammatical feature 

becomes completely automatic. Generally, learners tend to form sentences using the lexical 

verb ( the verb carrying the meaning) in the past form and they omit the auxiliary verb (e.g. 

I  met not her yesterday instead of I  did not meet her yesterday). Another problem that arises 

mainly when forming questions is that of word order. The majority o f learners particularly 

struggle with this syntactic feature (see Hedge 2000, Chapter 4).

5.4.4 Activities that deal with the given grammatical structures and that are suitable 

for my teaching practice

The best way to start with practicing all the above-mentioned grammatical features, 

accuracy-based practice allowing learners to get acquainted with the correct structures and 

their positions within the utterance should be frequently done. The fluency-based practice 

may follow.

Activities

1)“Bingo”

It is an accuracy-based drill like game suitable for entertaining practice of regular 

and irregular past simple verb forms. The learners are given small cards of paper with the 

past verb forms. The teacher then reads out verbs in the present tense. The learners tick the 

verbs that have been called out and as soon as they have a diagonal, vertical or horizontal 

line o f ticked verbs they must shout out Bingo. The first person to shout is the winner (see 

Appendix 5).

2) “ Battleships”

Another kind o f accuracy-based task should practice the use of the previously 

acquired past tense structures. The game has the same rules in many countries. Most 

learners know it could have already played it in their mother tongue. However, for the 

purpose of grammar practice the learners must form questions and answers in the past 

simple in order to find and sink boats o f their peers (see Appendix 6).

3) “Find someone who”

This activity can work as a response drill (see 3.1.2). Learners are given sheets of 

paper with a list o f activities in the present tense that their classmates could have done 

during the weekend (e.g. go to the cinema, do bungee jumping). The aim of the task is to 

ask learners and find those who have done any of these activities (see Appendix 7). The 

principle o f this task is identical to the above-mentioned activity but is more personalized.
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4) “Making a story”

This activity is a writing activity and it is less controlled then the previous 

activities. Working in pairs, learners are given pictures that they have to put into the correct 

order and write a story according to what they see at the picture using the past simple.

5.5 School Visit 6 and 7

5.5.1 School Visit 6

Name o f the school Collège Paul d ' Aubarède

Type o f the school High school

Location of the school St. Genis Laval, Lyon outskirts, 30 000 inhabitants

Number of learners 13

Age o f learners 12 years

Level of learners Pre-Intermediate

Textbook, publishing house “Step in”, Hatier

5.5.1.1 Aim, Activities used for the practice, Description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end of the lesson learners will have gained further practice in using questions, 

positive and negative sentences in the present simple.

Activities used for practice: oral drill (3.1.2)

Description

The practice was performed with the whole class by means of accuracy-based quick 

and highly efficient oral drilling. The teacher used a flannel board. She gradually attached 

various pictures to it (e.g. pictures of people, houses, schools) and asked individual learners 

to form questions and both positive and negative sentences in the present simple.

The next stage of the lesson, was writing practice. The procedure was the same. The 

teacher attached different pictures to the board, and learners wrote the corresponding 

sentences. Everybody thus practiced grammar and writing at the same time. The correctness 

was checked together with the whole class.
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5.5.1.2 Reactions of French learners

Although the auxiliary verb “do” used in the present simple does not have an 

equivalent in French and learners could not benefit neither from the positive nor the 

negative transfer, in most cases they were able to form correct sentences in the present 

simple. This was probably thanks to the highly efficient drilling used by the teacher 

regularly and for a long period o f time in attempt to provide learners with further practice 

of the given structures. However, the question remains whether the learners would be able 

to form the sentences correctly when being involved in less controlled and less accuracy- 

based tasks.

5.5.2 School Visit 7

Name of the school Collège Privé de Notre Dam de Bon Conseil

Type of the school High school

Location of the school Oullins, Lyon outskirts, ( 25 000 inhabitants)

Number of learners 25

Age o f learners 11,12

Level Pre-Intermediate

Textbook, publishing house “English Alive”, Didier

5.5.2.1 Aim, Activities used for the practice, Description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end o f the lesson learners will have gained further practice in using the 

auxiliary verb “do” in all persons o f the present tense and conjugate regular verbs in the 

third person singular correctly.

Activities used for practice: oral and written drills (3.1.2)

Description of the lesson

To reach the above-stated aim, the teacher used meaningful response drills. She 

asked learners questions connected with their everyday life (e.g. What time do you usually 

get up).

Written practice followed - a fill-in drill. The learners worked with the textbook and

filled the gaps in the text with appropriate forms o f the auxiliary verb “do” (e.g. S h e ......

(not like) like ice-cream.)
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In the next stage the learners used the textbook this time searching for mistakes in a 

dialogue (concerning the sane feature). The following exercise was parallel writing of 

dialogues.

5.5.2.2 Reactions o f French learners

Apart from the group of learners mentioned in 5.5.1.2, this group of learners 

encountered many difficulties especially when using final -  s in the third person singular 

and when using auxiliary verb “does” in the present tense. This is due to the fact that the 

leamability o f the third person singular o f the present tense is in general for all types of 

learners rather slow (see Hedge, Chapter 4).

5.5.3 Anticipated reactions of Czech learners

During my own teaching experience I had a chance to observe the way Czech 

learners handle the usage of auxiliary verbs in the present tense and I realised that it is 

important to take into consideration that auxiliary verbs have no equivalent in Czech. 

Therefore, Czech learners encounter many difficulties while acquiring certain present tense 

structures. As for the final “-s” in the third person singular in the present simple Czech 

learners' difficulties are identical wit those o f French learners and they are connected with 

the natural order hypothesis.

5.5.4 Activities that deal with the given grammatical structures and that are suitable 

for my teaching practice

As already mentioned, using the third person o f auxiliary verb “do” incorrectly and 

constantly omitting final “- s ” in the third person singular o f the present simple is the most 

common mistake. The elimination of this mistake is a long-term process therefore, it is 

beneficial to start language practice with receptive tasks like those presented by Thombury 

(1991) and Ur (1999). According to them, such practice provides learners with a sufficient 

amount o f visual contact with the given structure which facilitates its acquisition (see 

3.1.6). Having received appropriate amount of the visual contact with the structure allows 

learners to create mental image of the structure. Therefore accuracy-based practice should 

be chosen. The last stage of practice should be fluency-based helping learners incorporate 

the structure into their performance.
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Activities

1) “Underlining”

The receptive task can be done in the form of reading. Learners underline all the 

forms of the auxiliary verb “do” and final -s in the third person singular in the present 

simple and they think about the usage and explain why they are used (e.g. She does not 

agree with him).

2)”Asking questions and responding”

To consolidate the knowledge, an accuracy-based exercise should follow. A 

response drill practicing the usage of conventional responses (e.g. Do you go out every 

weekend, Yes, I  do) as introduced by Rivers and Temperley (1978) or a very similar stage 

drill mostly based on four-stage short conversations (Harmer 1996, Paulston and Bruder 

1976) seems ideal for the given purposes. To allow for variety, also written drills such as 

fill-in drills focusing on the correct form of the auxiliary verb could be used. The teacher 

asks questions and the learners respond. The learners then perform similar dialogues in 

pairs. The last stage of practice includes writing down a dialogue similar to those they 

produced when working in pairs.

3) “Guess who am I”

Once learners get acquainted with the structure less controlled activities such as 

games may follow. An example o f such an activity is the game “Guess who?”. One learner 

thinks of a famous personality and the rest o f the learners guess who the personality is by 

the means of asking questions to which the learner acting out the famous personality can 

only answer yes or no (e.g. LI: Are you a man, L2:Yes, I  am, L3:Doyou live in Europe, L2: 

Yes, I  do).

4)”Daily routine”

To provide learners with further practice o f the given grammatical structure in a 

communication resembling “real-life” communication less controlled activity should be 

chosen. Pairs o f learners are given various sets o f scrambled pictures describing a daily 

routine o f somebody). Their task is to put the pictures in the correct order and speak about 

it to a different pair of learners who had a different set of pictures. During the last stage 

learners can speak about their own daily-routines in pairs and then write about the learner 

they spoke to.
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5.6 School visit 8

Name o f the school Collège Privé de Notre Dam de Bon Conseil

Type o f the school High school

Location of the school Oullins, Lyon outskirts, 25 000 inhabitants

Number o f learners 28

Age of learners 11,12

Level Elementary

Textbook, publishing house “English Alive”, Didier

5.6.1 Aim, Activities used for the practice, Description of the lesson 

Aim of the lesson

At the end o f the lesson learners will have gained further practice in speaking about 

planned future events by the help of the structure “going to”.

Activities used for practice: controlled conversation (3.1.1), fill-in drill (3.1.2)

Description o f the lesson

The learners worked with their textbooks. The topic dealt with problem solving -  

the learners had to decide whether to knock down some old buildings in the town and 

building a new shopping centre instead of them. The learners worked in pairs, divided roles 

(e.g. one o f them was the supporter o f the new shopping centre, the other wanted to keep 

the old buildings) and reacted in the prescribed way by using the structure “going to” 

referring to the planned future (e.g. So, you are going to knock the old buildings, Yes, we 

are going to do it because we need a new shopping centre here). Before the learners started 

speaking in pairs the teacher showed them an example.

The next stage was a written drill. The learners were asked to fill in the gaps in a

text in the textbook by using the correct form of the structure “going to” (e.g. S h e .............

(going to) visit her grandmother next weekend.).

5.6.2 Reactions o f French learners

In regard to the usage of the structure in correct types o f sentences expressing 

planned future, the learners could have benefited from the external positive transfer 

between their mother tongue and the target language. This is due to the fact that there is a 

parallel structure in French. Firstly, it has an identical meaning that helps learners produce
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successful utterances (the English lexical verb “g o ” corresponds to the French verb 

“venir" ). Secondly, when functioning as auxiliary verbs, both “going to” and “venir” refer 

to the future.

Many difficulties were caused by complicated vocabulary which did not seem to 

correspond to the level o f the learners. Due to this problem the activity took a long time, the 

learners had to think a lot about the lexical part and were thus unable to concentrate on 

practicing grammar (c.f. 3.1.2.3).

5.6.3. Anticipated reactions of Czech learners

In comparison with French learners (see 5.6.2.) the Czechs, on the other hand, 

cannot benefit from the positive transfer, as the structure “going to” does not have an 

equivalent in Czech. With regard to my own teaching experience, I know that learners are 

not always capable o f distinguishing the difference between “going to” and “will” when 

referring to the future.

Concerning the form itself Czech learners make the same mistakes as their French 

peers. They tend to forget the form of the auxiliary verb “be” and use the incomplete 

structure (e.g. He going to travel around the world).

5.6.4. Activities that deal with the given grammatical structures and that are suitable 

for my teaching practice

In order to help learners having problems with the correct form of the structure, 

using accuracy-based tasks is the first logical step. At further stages the fluency practice 

can follow.

Activities

1)“What are they going to do?”

Pairs o f learners are given various photos o f people (e.g. cut up from the 

newspapers). The learners say what they think the people at the pictures or photos are going 

to do (see Appendix 8).

2)“Holiday plans”

This accuracy-based task is a written activity. Each learner obtains a sheet of paper 

cut out o f a diary. Their diaries are full o f arrangements, meeting and other plans, however 

each arrangement is written only in one word. In pairs, learners speak about their plans for
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the next week according to the information in their diaries. During the next stage learners 

write sentence for each point in the diary (see Appendix 9).

3)“Plans for holiday”

This activity is less controlled than the above-mentioned activities and can be done 

in pairs or in groups. Learners plan their one-week holiday and write its itinerary. They are 

given a map or a holiday brochure that they can use. They think about activities they can 

do, objects or things they need and objects they can take with them, or they can be given a 

list o f these.

6. Conclusion
The aim o f this thesis was to study the theory and practice concerning teaching 

grammar, in particular grammar practice. The thesis identified criteria contributing to 

successful grammar practice activities and it classified these activities. The theoretical 

background provided guidelines for assessing French learners' reactions and Czech 

learners' anticipated reactions to the given grammatical features, comparing and evaluating 

their reactions and subsequently selecting activities suitable for my teaching practice.

When defining the criteria contributing to successful activities, I realised that 

although the criteria seem to be clear and easy to follow it is most probably not always 

possible to do so. First of all, according to what is mentioned in 2.2, the success of an 

activity is based on a considerable amount of features and it is dubious whether it is always 

possible to comply with all o f them when choosing an activity. Secondly, factors such as 

motivation, interest, success orientation and heterogeneity of the class (e.g. the level or age 

o f the learners) are learner-based factors that vary in each group of learners. These factors 

have to be taken into account when choosing activities. 1 came to the conclusion that it is 

the learner based factors that are of primary importance when choosing the suitable type of 

practice.

Concerning the classification of activities it was not my aim to mention all the 

existing grammar practice activities. I attempted to find the most common types and to 

study their characteristics which together with other features (e.g. contrastive analysis 

hypothesis, my teaching practice) provided me with the guidelines when choosing suitable 

activities (see Chapter 5). I was very much surprised that some authors (e.g. Harmer 

1991,1996, Thombury 1999) mentioned specifically the stages o f the lesson that are 

suitable for given activities. In Chapter 5 when suggesting activities for my teaching
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practice I tried to think at what stages o f lesson the activities can be used. I came to the 

conclusion that most o f the activities can be used at any time of the lesson. On the other 

hand, the sequence o f various types of activities is not interchangeable and has to be well 

thought of. I attempted to follow this rule when suggesting accuracy activities and their 

order. Theses activities should without any doubt precede fluency activities.

Another conclusion of my work relates to contrastive analysis hypothesis. In my 

opinion contrastive analysis is not an omnipotent and the only decisive tool serving to 

assess learners reactions and to choose suitable activities. My belief arises from several 

sources. These are as follows: a study o f factors influencing successful grammar practice 

activity (see 2.2.2), resources dealing with the contrastive analysis hypothesis mentioned in 

Chapter 4, assessing French learners' reactions and Czech learners' anticipated reactions, 

and mainly comparing reactions o f various groups of French learners (see 5.5.1 and 5.5.2); 

the reactions varied depending on the level and age of the learners and the type of activities 

used by the teacher. I am convinced that contrastive analysis hypothesis is one o f the 

criteria to be considered when choosing an activity. Therefore I believe that my work 

would have benefited from applying the activities observed at French primary and 

secondary schools to my teaching practice and checking real (not anticipated) reactions of 

learners.

The second conclusion to be drawn regarding various reactions of learners when 

practicing grammar relates to the type o f activities used by teachers. When accuracy-based 

activities were used, learners encountered almost no problems with the usage o f the given 

structure (see e.g. 5.5.1.2), however, the question remains whether this would be valid in 

case fluency practice followed. The successful usage of the given structure could be 

conditioned by the controlled character of drills (see 3.1.2). On the other hand, in case the 

activities are too free a similar problem could occur. In this case learners do not have to be 

able to use the structure well directly as they have not undergone accuracy practice yet. 

Therefore, it is apparent that both types of activities i.e. accuracy and fluency-based, should 

be used in combination to lead learners from the controlled to the productive stage.

An attempt to search for and choose accuracy or fluency-based activities suitable for 

my practice made me realise that many practice activities cannot be strictly accuracy or 

fluency based. The activities range from those that are most controlled such as drills (3.1.2) 

to those that are completely free.
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I am aware that number of activities included in the thesis is far from sufficient and 

many more could be added. Based on Ellis’s concept o f U-shaped course o f development 

further stages o f learners ' development should be taken into account and activities have to 

be added according to that.

Writing this thesis allowed me to enrich my own teaching practice by learning more 

about grammar practice activities. Among the most important benefits belong features such 

as thinking about factors influencing the success of an activity, anticipating learners' 

mistakes, the importance of sequencing of activities and getting to know new activities for 

grammar practice.
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Appendix 1

What’s he like?

1. t h e  head

2 . the h a ir

3 . the e y e (s )

4 .  the e a r (s )

o
5 . the m o u th

6 .  a  t o o t h ( t e e t h )

7 . t h e  no se

8 .  t h e  h a n d (s )

9 .  t h e f in g e r ( s )

1 0 . t h e a r m ( s )

1 1 . t h e le g ( s )

1 2 . t h e  f o o t  ( f e e t )

I-h/h r I

0  Q
s tra ig h t  curly

d ark  brown lig h t brown

S>)aJL a  ' ’ "

tXXA
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Appendix 4

Do you have to

Activities to do: Yes/No + how often?

wash your clothes

clean your room

iron your clothes

cook

wash the dishes

hoover

take out the rubbish

dry the dishes

Make your bed



Appendix 5

bought gave met took

□ □ □ □
cost heard read told

□ □ □ □
cut knew ran understood

□ □ □ □
did left saw wrote

□ □ □ □

was got made said

□ □ 1 ! □
chose hit put shut

□ □ □ □
cost knew read told

□ □ □ □
flew led ran understood

□ □ □ □

became ate knew ran

□ □ □ □
brought flew made slept

□ □ □ □
chose went met took

□ □ □ □
cost heard read thought

□ □ □ □



Appendix 6

What did they do last summer?

D id ....... go to a summer 
camp visit a castle swim in the sea

travel around 
Europe

John

Martin

Jane

you



Appendix 7

Find someone who.................... at the weekend.

Activity: Name o f  the student:

visited his grandma

went to the cinema

rode his/her bike

played football

walked his/her dog

learnt English

helped his/her parents

swam in the pool

saw a good film



Appendix 8

DIARY F

Monday 19th Thursday 22nd
10 a.m. - buy new clothes for 
Rome trip

meet Russian President 
- 1  p.m.

Tuesday 20th Friday 23rd

fly to Rome-6 .3 0  a.m.

in Rome all day -  interview 
Pope 3 -4  p.m.

arrive back 11 p.m.

Wednesday 21st Saturday 24th

dinner party -  my house -  8 p.ir

a .m .-d o  TV interview 
with Tony Blair

DIARY E

Monday 19th Thursday 22nd

A m e ric a n  Open te n n is  f in a l 
(N ew  York)

a rrive  back 1 0 .2 0  p.m.

9 -1 2  -  p la y  te n n is  w ith  
A n d re  A g a s s i (h is  hou se )

Tuesday 20th Friday 23rd

lunch -  Maradona 
(C h a rlie ’s  R e s ta u ra n t)

Wednesday 21st Saturday 24th

S> a .m . t i l l  ??? - run  m a ra th c n

3  p.m. fo o tb a ll -  
E ng land  v G e rm a n y

DIARY G

Monday 19th Thursday 22nd

afternoon - go shopping - Harrows!

theatre — 7.30p.m. 
(with Prince Charles)

Tuesday 20th Friday 23rd

Breakfast a t the Ritz with 
Tony [Blair)

opera -  8p.m. (with Charles 
again)

Wednesday 21st Saturday 24th

Queen o f England coming 

roundfor tea

DIARY H

Monday 19th Thursday 22nd

engagem ent p a rty  -  9  p-.m,. 
-  p a ren ts’ he use,

Tuesday 20th Friday 23rd

restauran t -  A lex an d  
paren ts -  7 .30p-.m,.

a,.m . -  buy w edding
dress/su it

Wednesday 21st Saturday 24th

after noon, -  shopping 

(for honeym oon)

g e t m arried  today!!

p a r ty  a t The- Palace H otel -  
8 p-.HV.




